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 For assessment of system dependability, fault injection techniques are used to 
expedite the presence of an error or failure in the system, which helps 

evaluate fault tolerance and system failure prediction. Defects classification 
and prediction is the principal significant advance in the trustworthiness 
evaluation of complex software systems such as open-source software since 
it can quickly be affected by the reliability of those systems, improves 
performance, and lessening the product cost. In this context, a new prototype 
of the fault injection model is presented, FIBR-OSS (Fault Injection for Bug 
Reports in Open-Source Software). FIBR-OSS can support developers to 
evaluate the system performance during phase's development for its 
dependability attributes such as reliability and system dependability means 

such as fault prediction or forecasting. FIBR-OSS is used for fault speed-up 
to test the system's failure prediction performance. Some machine learning 
techniques are implemented on bug reports produced existing by the bug 
tracking system as datasets for failure prediction techniques, some of those 
machine learning techniques are used in our approach.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The Society is now increasingly dependent on open-source systems, which have become an 

important part of daily communication and interaction factors in the world. Most open-source systems have a 

direct and significant impact on basic services such as telecommunications systems for commercial and 

government companies, transport, health, and many others. Due to the proliferation of those software and 

systems in our real world and the significant impact on them, it has become important and necessary to 

ensure the dependability of these systems and their ability to provide services efficiently and reliably even if 

allowed to pass some faults without compromising the reliability of the services provided by  

those systems [1, 2].  
Errors and faults may take place in any software development phases and most software companies 

are focus on software dependability especially over those phases. Therefore, the key topical of each company 

is to define and correct/remove of errors and faults. For this, failure prediction and data mining techniques 

are implemented [3]. Software faults are more costly and consumption of time, the cost of detecting and 

repair faults represents one of the maximum costly software development actions [3, 4] for this,  

fault injection techniques are used to expedite the presence of an error and then decrease of cost of time for 

testing and evaluate of system behavior under development [5, 6].  

Machine learning is a discipline that deals with the development of algorithms to make the computer 

systems exhibit intelligence in their behavior, its focus is to make systems learn from the training data and to 
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behave intelligently when a new data set is given. Machine learning accomplishes this using complex 

relationship modeling among the data entries in the training set [3, 7]. This behavior of systems is predictable 

using machine learning, predicting system failures before they occur.  

Through studying and analyzing the reviews and publications on the subject of this project in [8], 

we found that faults injection is a confirmed and significant method for assessment of software dependability. 

To inject faults, researchers and developers have created several new techniques that can be performed in 

hardware, software, or both. The subsections of software fault injection techniques are Data Errors Injection, 

Interface Injection, and Change Code Injection [2, 9, 10]. 
Software fault injection techniques can be implemented in many types of software and at various 

levels of abstraction within the software, such as Operating Systems Level compares the dependability for 

different Operating system calls, Interfaces Level by injected the faults at interface level for application and 

its libraries, and Distributed System Level based on hardware and message passing [2, 9]. The concept 

dependability is an ability to deliver service and avoid service failures that are more frequent and severe than 

of user can accept it [11].  

Our approach is implemented on four open-source software Linux kernel, MySQL DBMS,  

Apache HTTPD web server, and Apache AXIS WS. In fact, we visualize our plan in which the behaviors of 

software collected during faults injection can be used in failure prediction method in the next time.  

The proposed approach includes Three Phases: Bugs/Defects classification, System Establishment and setup, 

Data generation and Dataset building.  

 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

To inject faults, researchers and engineers have created several new methods that can be implemented 

in hardware and software. Software fault injection techniques attained by quality control techniques employed 

during the design and manufacturing of hardware and software. Recently, the awareness that the dependability 

of distributed systems needs in-depth assessment has pervaded major web enterprises. 

By working on injecting a fault for operating systems level, Kao et al (1993) [12] and Broadwell et 

al. (2002) [13] work on Unix operating system. Where Kao et al presented a new tool (FIME-Fault Injection 

and Monitoring Environment) that is a first tool used for code changes through the faults of a target program 

in the executable code. FIME is designed to evaluate of UNIX operating systems based on ODC (Orthogonal 

Defect Classification) and also designed to assess an open-source operating system (UNIX) in the being of 
hardware and software errors based on ODC [14]. While Broadwell presented the FIG tool (Fault Injection in 

Glibc), FIG is a testing tool for UNIX development by C library and desktop robustness/server applications 

in a UNIX environment. In terms of the impact of faults in an operating system environment, Moreno et al. 

(2019) [15] present an open source fault injection tool-MiFIT performed on microcontrollers based on  

timer interruptions.  

About injected of distributed system level, researchers in [16] and [17] are work on this level using 

different methods, where Vedder (2015) [16] applied of Portability based testing method by eveloped the 

FaultCheck fault injection tool that enables Portability based testing QuickCheck tools to use common fault 

injection directly on the source code of the complex system. They apply FaultCheck with QuickCheck on 

both the End to End library and the quadcopter simulator. At (2019), Fibich et al. [17] implement Injected of 

Distributed System Level done by runtime testing method, where Fibich et al. propose a framework of fault 
injection based on Netlist faults, Fault InJection Instrumente (FIJI) that can target individual nets at test 

runtime. Depending on distributed systems, Cotroneo et al. (2019) [18] present the FailViz tool (fault 

injection visualize) implemented for OpenStack by the anomaly detection algorithm, in their approach 

distributed systems analysis as a black-box collection interacting during service interfaces. 

While some researches done their work depend on the source of code program such as Yu et al. 

(2020) [19] and Bures et al. (2020) [20], where Yu et al. [19] developed a fault injection tool targeting 

programs written in C language. This tool relies on exploring sites where faults can be injected by analyzing 

the source code and then generating failures. But Bures et al. [20] presented defect injection 

framework(testbed) for benchmark testing, it is a generalized method that has been introduced that does not 

depend on changing or mutation of the source code, it's based on adding industrial defects to the source code 

for the target program. The authors here cover a lot of user interface functions by creating test cases (defects) 

that were used in the test. 
Through studying the researches about injecting faults, some of them did not work on one level 

separately, but on several levels that maybe two or three levels at once. Using faults simulation method, 

Kaddachi et al. (2016) [21], Amarnath et al. (2018) [22],and Ying et al.(2019) [23] working on operating 

system and distributed system levels. Where Kaddachi et al. propose a fault injection method provided an 

injecting of bit flips at target application in data and instructions for realistic faults simulation that occurring 
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in the memory units of the system. By operating on the main source code of the software, a single fault 

injections simulation does not need hardware. That approach is active with an operating system level and 

RAM or caches are not set, for that cause, they built an emulator of system memory. While Amarnath et al. 

presented a framework fault injection (QEMU) based on bit flips simulation of x86 registers during the 

execution of the system calls of Linux 4.10. At (2019) Ying et al. [23] designed B-SEFI tool to simulate soft 

error, they applied that tool on five machine learning programs and analyze the programs’ weakness to soft 

errors by simulating bit flips. CentOS operation system is an experimental environment for this tool.  

In (2019) again, Porpodas [24] present a new tool for injected the faults based on the timing that is 

used in fault-coverage studies for transient faults. ZOFI is a zero-overhead tool, meaning that the analyzed 

workload runs at local speed. While Android devices are an environment operating system for Cotroneo et al. 
(2019) [25], where he present AndroFIT fault injection tool to apply such fault model on Android devices. 

This tool is implemented throughout components at the lower layers of the Android OS. 27 components of 

Android tend to be bug-prone such as OS Services, native components, and device drivers. 

According of three levels Injecting (operating system, distributing system, and interface), Netti et al 

(2018) [26] presented a new Fault injection tool (FINJ )for high performance computing in Python that is 

implemented as an oriented object, with high level programming language, that is used on many operating 

systems majors. Among the most significant methodologies utilized fundamentally in defects prediction, 

algorithms of machine learning classification.  

There are many studies use of machine learning techniques for software faults prediction, the related 

researches examine more machine learning mechanism on several faults datasets, for examples, depending on 

Mandlebugs dataset, [27] and [28] are predicate fault software by machine learning techniques, where Carrozza 
et al. used Mandelbugs location in the software of complex systems in their work and fault tolerance 

mechanisms. They analyze Mandelbugs and discuss a method based on a set of software complexity metrics for 

Mandelbug prediction. Decision Trees, Bayesian Networks, Support Vector Machines, Naive Bayes, and 

Multinomial Logistic Regression classifiers are used in that research. For SVM, the predicated correlation 

coefficient of predicted rating is greater of 70%, and 60% of Mandelbugs can be detected, while regression 

model determined the rate of 83% of Mandelbugs of exemplary prediction. While Xiaoting et al. focus on the 

classification of Mandelbugs,and analyzed the impact factors of classification to improve the quality of 

classification, their method performs well in automatic classifying bugs into fault trigger classes.  

In order for different dataset such as CM1 and KC, Surendra and Geethanjali(2013) [4] classifying the 

faults using decision tree, that work implemented in JAVA by NETBEANS version 7.2. Faults are classified 

considering 5 attributes Volume, Program length, Difficulty, Effort, and Time Estimator. An Accuracy of their 

proposed method is 90.77% for CM1 dataset and 90.40% for KC1 dataset. Using NASA MDP dataset, Singh 
and Shrish (2014) [29] classifying that dataset by cluster-based classification, an evaluate of this method is 

performed a global relative analysis with benchmark results of software fault prediction for the same data sets. 

Their proposed model obtained detection probability close to 83.3% and 685% of balance rates. 

Another dataset are classified by Ivano(2016) [30] in his thesis, where Ivano work on the failure 

dataset the faults produce by inject the faults in a several systems contains the OS kernel functions during 

several runs. New dataset including three attributes of data are collected as Golden Data, Failure Data,  

and Non-Failure Data, and organized into datasets used for training and validating failure prediction models. 

During training steps, SVM prediction algorithm is used, for different values in the sliding window. In the 

experimental, the SVM classifier was execution on the main goal system of ROC-AUC, but on failure mode 

Hang, the number of the Crash failure events not allow an analysis of the predict response.  

When we talking about bug reports classification based on binary classes (Bug, Non-bug), 
Pingclasai et al. (2013) [31] and Antoniol et al. (2018) [32] works in the same field to classifying of bug 

reports, where Pingclasai et al. proposed a classification approach to identify bugs and non-bugs. They used 

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) method with NB and LLR classifier. The precision of HTTPClient, 

Jackrabbit and Lucene projects varied from 66% to 76%, 65% to 77% and 71% to 82% respectively.  

But Antoniol et al. work to develop an automatic bug severity approach to detect the bug report whether it is 

a real bug or request. The features are extracted by Active Directory tree (ADT) and vector space technique. 

The training is given by Naïve Bayes (NB) and Linear Logistic regression (LLR) algorithms. The precision 

of Mozilla, Eclipse and JBoss projects interfered with 77% to 82%.  

While Kukkar et al. (2019) [33] work on multiclass concept, Kukkar et al. developed a deep 

learning model for multiclass severity classification called Bug Severity classification, that by using a 

Convolutional Neural Network and Random forest with Boosting (BCR). This model directly learns the 

latent and highly representative features. Initially, the natural language techniques preprocess the bug report 
text, the Convolutional Neural Network extracts the important feature patterns of respective severity classes, 

and the random forest with boosting classifies the multiple bug severity classes. The average accuracy of the 

proposed model is 96.34% on the multiclass severity of five open-source projects. The average F-measures of 
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BCR is 96.43%. Using unstandardized dataset, Hammouri et al.(2018) [34] are used three datasets to 

predication process by ANN, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree supervisor machine learning algorithms,  

the rate account for the accuracy value in three datasets for the presented algorithms is close to 93%, and the 

lowest value appears for Naïve Bayes classifier.  

 

 

3. DEFECTS CLASSIFICATION 

An unforeseen software behavior sensed by the users on the software system limits cause to 
Software failure is a faulty consequence, while a software fault is the specific or supposition cause of that 

software failure.When the uniqueness fault and failure is not stringent that can be named as a defect to 

mention to either a cause or an effect. Chillarege and co-workers [35] provided ODC, a complete and 

practical classification of software defects from various perspectives. 

Experiences have shown that every software systems hold faults such as bugs or defects, except easy 

software systems. [36]. For characterizing of software faults that cause failures through experiment and execution, 

developers and researchers pint to “Bohrbugs,” “Heisenbugs,” “Mandelbugs,” and “aging-related bugs.”. Grottke et 

al. suggest bugs definitions of the situations and state regarding the fault activity and the error diffusions [36, 37].  

 

 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Because the process of injecting a real error or fault is very expensive for computer parts of software 
and hardware, we have relied on learning of open-source software and their preparations to receive faults and 

predict them through these faults reports in the event that one of these errors/faults target the systems really 

during the system execution period. Through the process of research and study of tools previously built to 

inject faults that were published in our review of related works [8], there was a need to build a new injection 

tool through which we can inject faults to an integrated system that includes an operating system, a web 

browser, database software, and the web language software. 

Fault Injection for Bug Reports in Open-source software (FIBR-OSS) is based on a library of bug 

reports for open source software, the defects of complex software that are contained in the FIBR-OSS library 

are dependent on a global field study to identify the bugs list that can rationally be predictable to occur much 

of failures in OSS's. Our proposed system includes Three Phases: Bugs/Defects classification,  

System Establishment and setup, Data generation and Dataset building. 
 

4.1.   First phase: bugs/defects classification 

In order to train the four open-source software which is integrated in the system that will be injected 

with faults in order to assess the dependability of this system, we have combined 12 datasets for those open-

source software in single dataset (General dataset) to be used in the process of system environment training, 

the purpose of which is to train that environment contains the fault type and the fault location in any four 

open-source software mentioned earlier. In this context, and based on classification algorithms in order to 

predict faults or defects in the open-source software, we present a software defect prediction model by LMT 

machine learning and DNN on new dataset combined from 12 public datasets for software open-source Linux 

kernel, MySQL DBMS, Apache HTTPD web server, and Apache AXIS WS available in [38] that dataset is a 

general dataset. The bugs have existed classified based on faults that occur on open-source software and 
attributed to Bohrbug, Mandelbu, Aging Related Bug, and Unknown bugs [39]. Both Deep Learning and 

Logistic Model Tree classifiers are evaluated based on the primary source of performance measurements, 

which is a confusion matrix and a set of most-known measures [40, 41]. 

 

4.2.   Second phase: system establishment and setup 

In this phase, one must define the requirements, network environment to build our prototype of software 

fault injection model, and Target System Training. As shown in Figure 1, virtual machine setup and configuration 

for two systems: the first is the Clint, which is the system that receives the faults (i.e. the target systems), whose 

dependability will be measured, the second is the Server, which is the system that injects the faults. 

We are building a new model for fault injection in open source software, and the requirements for 

this model are Network environment, Virtual machine or online network. 

Components of the system are: 
a) Target Systems (Client), in our work we suggest four open-source software 

b) Source System (Server) 

c) Bug's Library (bugs and defects) dataset. 

Databases (library) of errors affecting open source software (study case) which are Linux kernel, 

MySQL DBMS, Apache HTTPD web server, and Apache AXIS WS. 
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Figure 1. System establishment and setup 

 

 

 

4.3.   Third phase: data generation and dataset building 

Software faults injection is a robust machine to support and improves failure prediction techniques. 

This is an interest research matter in the assessment dependability of systems because of the complexity 

increasing of open-source software, which makes software failures most happened. 

A new prototype of the fault injection model is presented, FIBR-OSS (Fault Injection for Bug 
Reports in Open-Source Software). FIBR-OSS Faults injection model is shown in Figure 2, the model 

contains injector software, injection controller software, and monitoring procedures to collect data to use it at 

the dependability assessment of the target system. Classification accuracy for the classifiers DNN and LMT 

as shown in Table 1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. FIBR-OSS: Faults injection model 
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Table 1. Classification accuracy for the classifiers DNN and LMT 

Performance 

Measures 

DNN Classifier LMT Classifier 

Classes Classes 

BOH NAM ARB UNK 
Weighted 

Av. 
BOH NAM ARB UNK 

Weighted 

Av. 

TPR 0.995 0.752 0.988 0.0 0.917 0.993 0.695 0.983 0.0 0.877 

Precision 0.887 0.983 1 0.0 0.873 0.846 0.961 1 0.0 0.849 

Recall 0.995 0.752 0.988 0.0 0.917 0.993 0.695 0.983 0.0 0.877 

F-measure 0.962 0.922 0.986 0.0 0.911 0.913 0.807 0.991 0.0 0.854 

 

 

1) Injector: A new software injector is developed using the defects datasets that collected as one of the 

requirements in the previous phase. 

2) The controller of fault injection is software integrated with an injector to determine slot time injection 

and fault size (Number of Bugs).  
To collect data through the different time periods, the monitoring procedures collect the values of 

the variables of the system state. Then that collected data are organized in new datasets used later under the 

failure prediction model. 

A new data are collected through various time intervals, the monitoring software collects the values 

of the variables describe the target system state, this is a core phase of our approach, where the data are 

collected while the target system executes and faults are injected by our new fault injection model. 

FIBR-OOS model works depending on the system's training of the bug's reports before Bugs 

injection operation, Bug Report Injection and New Dataset Generation and Building Algorithms are 

summarizing as follow. 

Bug Reports Injection and New Dataset Generation Algorithm: 

1. Read Bug Report Dataset 
2. Determine N Value, t Value, where N is Number of Bug data that will be injected, T is Time period for 

injection (t sec., t min., etc.)  

3. Randomly by Injector software, select N Bug data from General Dataset (Library) 

4. For T = 0 into (t-1) do: 

Pass N bug data from (Server machine) to (Clint machine)  

5. During Step 2 running, Update General Dataset for any ID-Bug: 

a. New Attribute Column as System State,  

If System is crashing then System State = Failure  

If System is Hanging then System State = Critical 

If System is still Running then System State = Normal 

Else System State = Unknown  

b. New Attribute Column as System Response,  
System Observation: Depending on System State and Part of Open-source software that will be injected.  

c. New Attribute Column as Expected Solution,  

 

Expected solutions are depending on the system state. 

The studying and monitoring of system's behavior during faultload time, creating a new dataset 

include of system state:  

1. Failure corresponds to fund complex bug that making system Crashing/Failure.  

2. Critical corresponds to fund less complex bug making system hanging.  

3. Normal corresponds to inject a simple bug that hasn't effect on system execution/running.  

4. Unknown state when an unknown bug is injected in the system. 

 
Figure 3 shows the Fault injection environment that used for new data generation and dataset 

collection on Open-Source Software System. Accuracy Measures for Deep learning and LMT classifiers as 

shown in Figure 4.  

What happens during the transmission is: 

1. The data at the time of transmission (injection) will be a data set of three columns (attributes) ID,  

Bug name, and MandleBug Classes. 

2. The Server Machine needs an IP + port addresses. 

3. The Client Machine only needs the port address. 

4. The data sent is text, so if the data is sent as a text every time, there will be a load status on the 

transmission channel and thus will have some data loss. 

5. Solution: convert the text into File (Packets) and then treat it as bytes  
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During the preset injection times in the error injection algorithm, new data are collected depending 

on the system status during the injection. The General Dataset was updated during a number of injection 

operations and reached about 1000 times, which took place during different time periods. The injection, 

monitoring, and data collection process took a period of up to 3 months, where the injection was made for the 

following time periods: 

1. 10 seconds and 10 Bug randomly chosen 

2. 50 seconds and 100 Bug randomly selected 

3. 5 minutes, 300 Bug chosen randomly 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Fault injection environment and dataset collection 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Accuracy measures for deep learning and LMT classifiers 

 

 

Note that the user can control the injector in terms of time and number of Bugs sent (injected) into 

client machine (system target). For the purpose of studying the proposed system states, we will focus here on 
two types of open-source software Linux kernel and Apache HTTPD web server because it is the most 

provided in the use. Table 2 shows a part of the data collection collected during the injection process and the 

generation of new dataset for Linux kernel. Where BOH = Bohrbugs, MAN = Mandelbugs, ARB = aging-

related bugs, and UNK = Unknown bug.  

As shown in Table 2, Linux kernel has a little failures state in the case if the Bug-type is NAM caused by 

wrong inputs continuously, while the critical state of the system is more if compared to cases of a failure state, 

which often causes by loading memory more than the real absorption. For her, it was noted that most states are 

normal when the Bug-type is BOH and this means exactly the principle of fault tolerance as the system continues 

to run despite the presence of faults until a fault occurs in which the system should be stopped. Table 3 shows a 

part of the data collection collected during the injection process and the generation of new dataset for Apache 

HTTPD web server.  
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Table 2. New dataset collected for linux kernel software 

 
 

 

Table 3. New dataset collected for apache HTTPD web server 

 
 
 

As shown in Table 3, Apache HTTPD web server has a little critical state of the system is more if 

compared to cases of a another software in our system, which often causes by loading memory more than the 

real absorption. While Failure state is almost non-existent and rare, and this means exactly the principle of 

fault tolerance as the system continues to run despite the presence of faults until a fault occurs in which the 

system should be stopped. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Any failure prediction models depend on behavior observations of the target system during past 

times, which can be express by numeral time-series data or class and subclass data as store events  

in a log file. In this research, we propose the use of existing features obtained by bug tracking systems, 
without any specific one of these features. And also, we motivate to using numeral data instead of log files 

data, as it has been demonstrated that categorical data may degrade the performance of a prediction model.  

The choice of data type used in this work depended on the mechanism of data collection during the 

injection stages of faults, and this is what urged us to use the log files data type although difficult  

to deal with. In order to improve more accuracy, a new general dataset has been trained using Deep Neural 

Network and LMT again on a new combined dataset as general dataset. Fault and defect predictors using the 

DNN classifier performs better than LMT where LMT accuracy near from 0.849, while DNN accuracy is 

0.873. In terms of speed and better results, the major cause to make deep learning the best choice is that it has 

given better performance on many complex problems. 
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FIBR-OSS can support developers to evaluate the system performance such as reliability and 

dependability means such as fault prediction or forecasting during phases development. FIBR-OSS is used 

for fault speed-up to test the system's failure prediction performance. During the preset injection times in the 

error injection algorithm, new data were collected depending on the system status during the injection.  

The new set of data will then be used in the failure prediction process for open-source software. It is worth 

noting that we recommend the use of a Deep learning algorithm in the failure prediction process, which saves 

a lot of costs if we try another algorithm as it has proven the accuracy of its results 
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